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Product Name X13DDW-A 

Release Version 1.01.06 

Build Date 10/20/2023 

Previous Version 1.00.58 

Update Category Recommended 

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements 

1. After WebGUI MB_CPLD1 FWUP, the system should be auto-power-on.  

2. Host Interface page can be configured in system lockdown mode or 

login with User privilege. 

3. HTML5 Console as default. 

4. Dual mode for network setting as default. 

5. Virtual media support 3 CD/FLOPPY image mounting. 

New features 

1. Supported RMCP+ Cipher Suite 15/16/17. 

2. Keyword in the search bar will be clear after disabling thresholds. 

Keyword in the search bar will be clear after turning "OFF" thresholds.  

3. Added new user tips exceeds the frame when zooming to 110% 

(Browser: Edge). 

4. Health status of the task list is not complete when zoomed in from 75% 

to 200%. 

5. Uploaded invalid IPMI Configuration file help tips overlap when zoomed 

in to 200%.  

6. Power consumption is not complete when zoomed in from 110%. 

7. Sensor threshold columns should not hide when exported to Excel file. 

Sensor thresholds are not complete/overlap/disappear when zoomed 

from 100%.  

8. Disabled IPMI Lan Port Interface. 



Fixes 

1. Fixed RA provisioning. 

2. WEB – Syslog license dialog message doesn't match with spec content. 

3. Set IPV6 and deleted IPv6 through SMCIPMITOOL failed follows issue. 

4. WEB – Unable to delete LDAP and AD server address Copy Project Issue 

Link. 

5. WEB – MEL is incorrect after doing iKVM reset. 

6. Remote Console Preview current interface button enabled. 

7. Can't generate evidence after recovery BMC/BIOS. 

8. After Redfish request on NTP and refresh Task List becomes empty. 

9. Active Directory failed to delete the server address.  

10. Source of MEL "Smash logout was successful" shouldn't be shown as 

N/A. 

11. [SYS-211GT-HNTF][HDS-SMP-MZWLO1T9HCJRB5C] Disk Info/Product 

Name/Firmware Revision displayed incorrectly under BMC WebUI.  

12. Redfish have health sensor failed.  

13. NVMe info should be the same after UpdateBMC Fail. 

[AS-1115SV-WTNRT_EVT_H1] The NVMe info is incorrect. 

14. SNMP OID 'UID' always gets 0 whatever UID is switched to ON or OFF. 

15. Fixed SSM Diagnose System fail due to PATCH Redfish bios API return 

500 internal error. 

16. Hint message misplacement. 

17. Failed to delete the search base in the LDAP Configuration. 

Search base display ISNULL after the data has been removed. 

18. "Verify SSL Certificate" and " Accept Self-signed Certificate" shouldn't 

be selected if setting File Server to http://xxxxx.  

19. No Temperature Sensor for 100G Omni-path AOC. 
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